RESULTS:

- Model Meeting: Valley Victors, Regional Qualifier; Fawn Creek, purple; Sycamore Sunflowers, purple, Peppy Progressive, red; Happy Hustlers, red; Caney Pioneers, red

- Video presentations: Jacob Tharp, regional qualifier

- Senior Public Speaking: Jacob Tharp, regional qualifier; Owynn Clubine, regional qualifier; Regan Edwards, purple; Morgan Lasco, purple; Audrey Hoggatt, purple; Regan Schenk, blue; Joshlynn Johnson, blue; Halo Hurd, blue; Levi Good, red; Ashlee Hoggatt, red;

- Jr. Public Speaking: Graig Edwards, regional qualifier; Charlie Lay, regional qualifier; Kolt Schmidt, blue, Kase Schmidt, blue, Alex Dillon, blue, Dayton Egan, blue, Alex Randolph, blue; Lucy Huser, blue, Anastasia Huser, blue; Magdalene Huser, blue; Lily Treiber, blue

- Senior Reading: Silas Good; regional qualifier

- Intermediate Demonstrations: Gatlan Muller, regional qualifier; Josiah Good, regional qualifier; Owynn Clubine, P; Halo Hurd, blue; Garrett Schenk, blue; Cherokee Whinery, blue; Cheyanne Whinery, blue

- Junior Demonstrations: Journey Johnson, regional qualifier

- Senior Dance: Evalyn Axthelm, regional qualifier

- Junior Group Dance: Magdalene Huser, Anastasia Huser, Lucy Huser – regional qualifier
- Instrumental Solo: Morgan Lasco, regional qualifier; Evalyn Axthelm, purple; Jacob Tharp, blue
- Junior Instrumental Solo: Elsa Darbro, regional qualifier; Cherokee Whinery, purple

Favorite Foods: Regan Schenk, regional qualifier and Magdelana McClung, regional qualifier